OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER (BUILDINGS) P.W.D. RAJASTHAN JAIPUR

No. F.(184)SE(B)/Circulars/D- Dated: 27.10.2010

CIRCULAR

Sub:- Guidelines for execution of various urgent nature works after Notice Inviting tender.

It has been observed by undersigned that in some of the divisions number of work orders amounting to Rs. 30000/- are being issued without mode of publication for inviting NIT under rule No. 284 of PW F&AR for the Public Works Department contract.

In schedule of power at item No. 20 it has been recorded that “Executive Engineer can issue work order for original or repair work upto BSR without inviting tender upto Rs. 30000/- in each case subject to an annual limit of Rs. 1.5 lacs.” In foot note of this item following conditions are also described:

1. Such powers should be exercised for recorded reasons. It is further stipulated that the powers for issuing work orders will not be exercised in normal cases, but will be exercised either in emergent cases, or where exercise of such powers is beneficial to the Government.

2. It is important to check the validity of the rates from time to time by inviting tenders for sufficiently large items of works covered by these rates.

3. Copy of work order be simultaneously endorsed to next higher authority.

Therefore all concerned are hereby directed to follow proper mode of publication and time limit to be given in NIT as per rules No.284 of PW F&AR strictly. If there will be any violation in it, it shall be viewed seriously and disciplinary action will be initiated against the defaulters.

Chief Engineer (Buildings) PWD

Copy to the following for information and necessary action:-
1. P.S. to Principal Secretary PWD Rajasthan, Jaipur.
2. P.S. to Secretary PWD Rajasthan, Jaipur.
3. The Addl. Chief Engineer PWD Zone – (All).
4. The Superintending Engineer PWD Circle – (All).
5. The Executive Engineer PWD Dn. (All).

Chief Engineer (Buildings) PWD

Dated: 27.10.2010